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FOREWORD

When I �rst went to nightclubs, it felt as if bass didn’t really exist. As an

underage teenager sneaking into what were then mostly still known as

“discotheques”, the one common thread to the music - the majority of it

being ‘80s electronic chart Pop - was the lack of bass. Of course, there

were basslines and the thud of electronic drums, mostly via the then

ubiquitous Linn drum machine, but nobody was feeling the bass. It was a

while later, when I �rst went to a Dub soundsystem party, that I �rst

noticed the air move, saw a speaker cone vibrate from the sheer power

of bass and felt that sub resonate through my rib cage. It was an

incredible sensation, and I instantly knew I was in love with low-end.



WEIGHT FROM THE BASS

‘There are many imitators, but we are the true creators.’

LFO ‘We Are Back’, 1991

It is a bitterly cold Sunday night in February 2018, and just over 600

people have squeezed into a former industrial unit in Attercliffe, once the

beating heart of Shef�eld’s steel industry. This is the Southbank

Warehouse, one of the city’s newest club spaces, and the excitable

throng has gathered for that most modern of phenomena: a party and

live internet broadcast by online dance music channel Boiler Room.

In keeping with tonight’s self-consciously retro-futurist theme, the post-

industrial space - an unashamed throwback to the formative years of

British dance music culture in the late ‘80s and early ’90s, when

attending legally dubious parties in abandoned factories and

warehouses was a rite of passage - is lit only by a handful of blue and

red lights. Occasionally, projections light up a makeshift screen on one

wall, while piercing green lasers �zz into life at crucial moments.

In the centre of this stripped-back pleasure palace of corrugated iron,

steel and concrete is a hastily erected DJ booth. Stood over the

turntables is Winston Hazel, a smiling 50-something who has been

making Shef�elders dance since the dawn of the 1980s. Tonight, he’s

not the headline attraction - that honour goes to his sometime Leeds

breakdancing rival, George ‘E.A.S.E’ Evelyn of Nightmares On Wax fame -

but he’s clearly the person the hometown crowd is most eager to hear.

As Boiler Room’s MC introduces Hazel in the manner of a ringside

announcer hyping the imminent arrival of a prize�ghter, the assembled

partygoers let out a wholehearted roar be�tting a local legend. Hazel

smiles, then presses play on the turntable to his left. Out of the venue’s

sizeable sound system comes the distinctive futurist shimmer of Ability

II’s celebrated early UK Techno anthem, “Pressure”. As the spacey intro

bubbles away and the drum hits get louder, the eager punters closely



clustered around the decks shuf�e forwards in anticipation. At the back

of the room, propped up against a stack of industrial-strength speakers,

I await the inevitable bass drop.

When it comes, the pulsating, bone-rattling assault of subsonic

vibrations almost knocks me off my feet. The crowd surges forward

virtually in unison, a messy throng of �ailing limbs, spontaneous cheers

and serotonin-fuelled momentary bliss. Were it not for the �ashing

smartphone cameras and live Internet stream, you’d be forgiven for

thinking that we’d travelled back to the summer of 1990, when clubs,

warehouses, �elds, factories and forests reverberated to the sounds of

Britain’s �rst authentically homegrown dance music movement: Bleep &

Bass.

Hazel is here primarily to celebrate the enduring legacy of that

sometimes overlooked sound, a heavyweight style �rst forged in the

bedroom studios, illicit after-hours ‘Blues’ clubs and sneaky raves of

Bradford, Leeds and Shef�eld. By any stretch of the imagination, this

was an unlikely musical revolution spearheaded by young men who had

grown up in some of Yorkshire’s most notorious, poverty-ridden inner city

suburbs.

Away from the media spotlight - to begin with, at least - these

unassuming heroes crafted a futuristic style of dance music every bit as

forward-thinking as the revolutionary sounds that had emerged from

Chicago and Detroit earlier in the decade. Like their celebrated

contemporaries across the Atlantic, Bleep’s early pioneers created

music that transcended cultures while instinctively re�ecting the suburbs

and cities they grew up in.

Back in the present, Winston Hazel is in his element. He’s surrounded

by a mixture of misty-eyed Shef�eld scene veterans revelling in a rare

chance to revisit their youth and eager young ravers who have

discovered the genre’s key records through more recent productions

made in tribute. Fittingly, it’s not long before Hazel unleashes the record

that �rst drew up the Bleep blueprint, Unique 3’s “The Theme”. Raw,

minimal and blessed with unspeakably weighty sub-bass, it remains a

landmark record: a track equal in signi�cance to A Guy Called Gerald’s

near peerless “Voodoo Ray”, which had been released six months before

it in June 1988. These two records, more than any other, proved that

British dance music was �nding its voice.



As his set progresses, Hazel unleashes a swathe of similarly important

records that “Shaped the Future”, as tonight’s event is themed. There’s

Forgemasters’ ghostly and intoxicating “Track With No Name”, a record

Hazel wrote and produced with his friends Robert Gordon and Sean

Maher in early 1989, Nightmares On Wax’s “I’m For Real” and

“Aftermath”, and the commercial and critical high point of Bleep, LFO’s

sublime “LFO”. Naturally, each is greeted with a rapturous response.

Now peering down on the action from a mezzanine high above the

dance�oor at one end of the warehouse, I’m struck not only by the

timeless quality of these 30-year-old records but how powerful and

intoxicating they still sound all these years on. And, boy, is the sub-bass

heavy.

This, of course, was the key part of Bleep’s revolutionary appeal. Before

the style’s inception, such obsession with low-end frequencies was a

niche pursuit for Reggae soundsystem enthusiasts and, to a lesser

extent, those raised on beatbox Electro. Since then, this obsession with

heavy bass vibrations has become the de�ning characteristic of almost

all new styles of electronic music birthed in the United Kingdom.

Behind the DJ booth positioned slap bang in the centre of Southbank

Warehouse’s now writhing dance�oor, Winston Hazel is doing his best to

prove this point. Amongst a �ne selection of mind-altering Bleep

classics, the veteran DJ drops percussive, bouncy UK Funky records from

the late 2000s, weighty ‘90s Dub-House, breakbeat-driven sub-bass

wobblers and, as you’d expect, a string of recent records from Yorkshire

bestowed with the same immense low-end pressure and futuristic

outlook as those crafted at the height of the Bleep movement. Had he

been able to �nd space for some early Jungle, ‘90s Drum & Bass, hazy

East Midlands Deep House, a spot of Dubstep and a dose of UK Garage,

none of it would sound out of place.

These British-developed styles have traversed borders, inspired

countless producers in far-�ung corners of the globe and, 30 years after

the �rst Bleep & Bass white labels began appearing on the shelves of

independent record stores in the north of England, become part of the

densely woven fabric of worldwide dance music culture.

You’d be forgiven for not knowing the part Bleep & Bass played in the

development of homegrown British dance music, or its role in what

author and music scholar Simon Reynolds has dubbed, ‘the Hardcore



Continuum.’ The written history of British dance music is a hotchpotch of

facts, myths and often-repeated half-truths.

According to the now accepted narrative, British dance music �rst

found a distinctive voice between 1991 and ‘93, when Hardcore and

later Jungle marked a clear departure from the US-derived styles that

had �rst made the UK move. To make matters worse, most people

believe that it was in London where House and Techno �rst took root in

the UK, despite plenty of evidence to the contrary.

It’s true that Bleep & Bass did not develop in isolation, and that the

in�uence from soundsystem culture was being expressed in different

ways around the UK (think Street Soul and ‘the Bristol Sound’, to cite

just two contemporaneous examples). It is also true that Reggae and

soundsystem culture had previously inspired plenty of British musicians

in the Punk and Post-Punk eras, particularly those who grew up in cities

with sizeable Afro-Caribbean communities.

Even so, Bleep & Bass still provided a spark for all that followed, in the

process lighting the blue touch paper on a revolution that shaped British

dance music for decades to come. At a time when the nascent ecstasy

culture was hitting its peak and electronic music production was

suddenly within reach of even those on modest incomes, Bleep offered

the inspiration for countless imitations and better-known musical

mutations.

For three years, the sound travelled far beyond its humble Yorkshire

roots, �rst spreading through the Midlands, South East and London,

before taking on the world. By the tail end of 1990, successful Bleep

records were being made as far a�eld as New York, Rome and,

somewhat surprisingly, the birthplace of Techno, Detroit. Each time, local

producers put their own spin on it, retaining core elements while moving

the sound in new directions.

Along the way, there were top 20 chart hits, in-depth features in

legendary British magazines, an NME front cover for the scene’s best-

known act, Leeds out�t LFO, and the elevation of Warp Records to

internationally renowned dance label; Shef�eld’s answer to Nu Groove,

Trax or Transmat. There were sound-alike and copycat records from

future British dance music legends, national package tours featuring PAs

from well-known Bleep acts, and a wealth of music that inspired

mutations that are still being name-checked to this day. Amazingly, all of



this can be traced back to three young men with some rudimentary

electronic instruments, whiling away an afternoon in the spare bedroom

of a terraced house in Bradford.

* * *

Less than four months after witnessing Winston Hazel’s whistle-stop

musical history lesson, I’m sat on stage at the Wardrobe Theatre in

Leeds, blinking into the spotlights and trying my hardest to assess the

size and make-up of the gathered audience. We’re midway through the

inaugural edition of the Inner City Electronic festival, and I’m hosting

Dub Roots, a panel discussion focused on the impact made by

soundsystem culture on the development of electronic music in the UK.

Seated to my left are two men who contributed much to the

development of West Yorkshire’s particularly weighty and potent take on

Bleep: Iration Steppas main man Mark Millington and former LFO

founder member Martin Williams. They’re joined on the panel by

Brighton-based dub maestro Prince Fatty.

So far, we’ve discussed how these three men �rst fell in love with Dub

soundsystem culture and the positive impact on British music made by

the ‘Windrush Generation’ of Caribbean immigrants and their

descendants. There’s been some discussion, too, of the nature of the

scenes in Yorkshire and elsewhere in the UK in the period leading up to

the emergence of Bleep between 1988 and ’90.

Millington, a man who appears to have been born to hold a crowd with

hilarious anecdotes, is naturally dominating the conversation. He makes

a series of pertinent points about the in�uence of the Soul all-dayer

scene, the role of dedicated Jazz-Funk and Electro dancers, and the way

the ‘Blues’ - Jamaican after-hours speakeasies that were once a

common feature of inner-city Caribbean communities - helped to shape

the sound of Bleep & Bass.

I spot my moment. Turning to the crowd, microphone raised, I say that I

have a statement I’d like to the panel to discuss. Looking up from my

notes, I say: ‘The roots of all contemporary British bass music can be

traced back to Yorkshire in the late 1980s.’



Given that the audience is mostly made up of locals, some of whom

have been drinking for the best part of six hours, I’m expecting a

boisterous response. Instead, this statement is greeted with a mixture of

gasps, laughter, groans and the occasional cheer. I mumble something

about explaining this theory in greater detail in a forthcoming book

called Join The Future, then turn to Millington. ‘Mark, what would you say

to that statement? Can the roots of all modern British bass music be

traced back to Bradford, Leeds and Shef�eld in the late 1980s?’

As he turns to face the crowd, his eyes widen and his face lights up. ‘In

a word, yes’.



RHYTHM TAKES
CONTROL

‘We’re a creation of the city that we grew up in. Britain’s not like America

- it’s not segregated in the same way.’

RICHARD BARRATT aka DJ Parrot



CULTURE CLASH

POLITICS, CONFLICT AND COMMUNITY

‘We’re made to look like we’re all drug pushers, criminals and pimps,

and that’s not how it goes. That’s only a small minority of the population.

The rest are decent, hard working people, or would be decent, hard

working people if they could go and get a job if the rest of the people in

Leeds would give them a job.’

UNNAMED INTERVIEWEE,

Chapeltown: One Year On, TV documentary, 1987

Behind Leeds train station is a high-pro�le waterfront development

known as Granary Wharf. Accessed via the station’s futuristic back

entrance and a series of passageways beneath railway viaducts known

as “the dark tunnels”, the development is the epitome of 21st century

urban redevelopment.

Back in the 1960s, ‘70s and early ‘80s, the area was a dilapidated,

overgrown mess of abandoned wharf-side warehouses, failed business

and once grand Victorian buildings that had seen better days. Today, the

area is brimming with life. There are fashionable bars and restaurants

galore, glass-fronted towers of luxury apartments, expensive chain

hotels and smart of�ce buildings hosting some of the biggest names in

law and �nance.

Take a 15-minute stroll up the hill, past the train station towards the

city centre, and you’ll notice other similarly dashing developments such

as the Victoria Quarter, a high-end shopping centre housed in the kind of

building you’d expect to see in Dubai, rather than a former industrial

powerhouse in northern England. Reminders of those times remain

dotted around the centre of Leeds, though, from a string of ornate

Victorian shopping arcades and impressive civic buildings to converted

industrial units and sizeable townhouses with still impressive facades.



Step off a train in the rival Yorkshire city of Shef�eld, and you’d initially

be equally as impressed. While the Steel City boasts less wealth than its

near neighbour, it too has undergone considerable regeneration over the

last three decades. The train station itself is an especially striking

example - particularly now its grand Victorian pub has been

painstakingly restored - but so too is the area surrounding the Victoria

Quays canal basin (once home to Shef�eld’s second mainline railway

station), the Peace Gardens and the oversized greenhouse that links it

to the Millennium Gallery, the Winter Gardens. First-time visitors will also

notice a swathe of impressive buildings owned and operated by the

city’s two universities, something almost as evident up the M1 in Leeds.

In some ways, it’s as if the upheaval that marked the latter half of the

20th century, and in particular a 15-year period between 1975 and

1990, never happened. Yet stray a little further from the centre of either

city, or that of their near neighbour Bradford, and you’ll �nd plenty of

examples of urban poverty; not just in the increasing numbers of

homeless people sheltering in shop doorways or under road bridges, but

also in working class suburbs that have seen better days. There, away

from the prying eyes of tourists, shoppers and day-trippers, you’ll �nd

echoes of the crime, mass unemployment and lack of investment that

characterized the cities’ declines in the 1970s and ‘80s.

Visit Burngreave, Sharrow, Pitsmoor or The Manor in Shef�eld, or

Beeston, Hunslet, Bramley, Chapeltown and Harehills in Leeds, and

you’ll encounter signi�cant levels of poverty, crime and deprivation. The

exact social make-up of these communities may have changed, with

more recent immigrants from Eastern Europe and Africa than South Asia

and the Caribbean, but the issues of poor housing, lack of investment

and youth unemployment remain.

Some of these areas, and others in those cities and beyond, still

haven’t recovered from the seismic events of the late ‘70s and ‘80s.

There has been no economic miracle for Yorkshire’s most deprived

communities, just constant reminders of past glories and the continuing

North-South divide.

* * *



The Yorkshire that Bleep’s pioneers grew up in during the late ‘70s and

‘80s was very different from the one that their parents and grandparents

had grown accustomed.

In the postwar period, Bradford, Leeds and Shef�eld were no longer the

industrial powerhouses they had been during the Victorian era - when

they variously led the world in textile manufacture, steel production,

engineering and tailoring - but their economies were still hugely vibrant.

During the 1950s and ‘60s, all boasted full employment - or close to -

and required immigrants from the Caribbean, India and Pakistan to

bolster their workforce.

By the dawn of the 1970s, these immigrant communities were

becoming a sizeable presence in the working class neighbourhoods of

Leeds, Bradford and Shef�eld. While racial tensions remained high in

some areas - and the National Front and associated fascist groups

maintained a threatening presence in British cities throughout the

decade - there was a growing, if sometimes grudging, acceptance of this

changing social fabric.

In 1971, 50% of Shef�eld’s workforce was employed in manufacturing,

with the state-owned British Steel Corporation being one of the city’s

biggest single employers. Over in Leeds, Hepworths and Burton owned

huge clothing factories. At one point, the Burton factory in Harehills had

a workforce of 10,000. Bradford, too, still had a strong manufacturing

sector, despite the decline of its once famed “heavy woollen”1 textile

industry.

As the decade progressed, these core industries, on which the cities

had developed their identities over the course of centuries, were

beginning to change. Britain no longer had an empire to which it could

forcibly sell its wares, and its global domination of manufacturing and

engineering was rapidly coming to an end.

The election of Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative government in 1979

accelerated this process, primarily by taking policy decisions that would

have not only devastating consequences in Bradford, Leeds and

Shef�eld but also many towns and cities in the Midlands, North East,

Scotland and South Wales.



Shef�eld, in particular, felt the full force of Thatcher’s passion for

privatization and free-market economics. From 1980 onwards, the “Steel

City” became a focal point for an almighty clash of political cultures. On

the left stood the staunchly socialist trade union movement, supported

by the Labour-run City Council: on the right, the most ideologically driven

Tory government to date.

The �rst great con�ict occurred in 1980, with steelworkers striking for

the �rst time in 50 years. During the 14-week strike, there were clashes

between police and pickets outside Had�eld’s privately owned Hecla

Steel Works; within a year, 1,900 of the mill’s 2,700 workforce had been

made redundant. It was a similar story elsewhere in the city, with savage

job cuts across the manufacturing sector. By the end of 1981,

unemployment in Shef�eld stood at 11.3%; within three years it had

risen to almost 16%.

The 1984-85 miners’ strike, which brought the coal�elds of South and

West Yorkshire to a standstill (as well as those in South Wales and

Nottinghamshire), intensi�ed ill feeling between Yorkshire’s working

class and the Conservative government. The most famous standoff

between miners and police, the so-called “Battle of Orgreave”, took

place in the no man’s land between Shef�eld and Rotherham, while the

National Union of Mineworkers based its strike headquarters in the Steel

City.

The loss of the miners’ strike hit Yorkshire hard. In Leeds, a city that

had long boasted an entrepreneurial spirit and af�uent suburbs packed

with naturally Conservative voters, the City Council quickly took steps to

address the loss of its manufacturing base. Wisely, the Council focused

on attracting new businesses in different sectors, most notably the

growing �nancial services industry.

It was a different story down the M1 in Shef�eld. There, the Labour-

dominated City Council - whose elected councillors often tended towards

the Militant end of the Labour party spectrum and insisted on �ying the

red �ag over the Town Hall each and every May Day2 - continued to

oppose government policy at every juncture.

Blazing “us and them” rows broke out over all sorts of subjects, most

famously the decision to cap rates, the local tax that paid for council

services. Shef�eld had traditionally charged high rates to city taxpayers,



using the money to subsidize low public transport fares and ensure good

quality services for all.

Pertinently, this included investing in arts and culture, with the council

funding the opening of two recording studios and rehearsal spaces, Red

Tape in the city centre, and the Darnall Music Factory. In addition, the

council also paid to convert a former bus garage into a live venue and

club space known as the Leadmill.

Gez Varley, later one of the founder members of LFO, once phoned

Leeds City Council to ask why his home city had nothing similar to Red

Tape. ‘They said they didn’t because it wasn’t a growth industry,’ he says.

‘This was 1988. The music industry was the third biggest industry in the

country at that point, and they didn’t invest in it.’

Spending ratepayers’ money on recording studios and music venues

was the kind of socialist utopianism that was wholly at odds with the

‘small state, low tax’ ideology of Thatcher’s government. As with previous

con�icts between the Iron Lady and “The People’s Republic Of South

Yorkshire”, the left’s favourite hate �gure came out on top.

By the end of the decade, Shef�eld had lost 10% of all its jobs,

including 35,000 in the manufacturing sector alone. It was a similar

story across Yorkshire, with long-term unemployment the net result. In

1989, some 61,853 people had been unemployed for 12 months or

longer, 10,000 of which were under 25.

Some token efforts were made to offer opportunities to young people in

inner city communities, with numerous schemes focused on

unemployment hotspots such as Chapeltown and Harehills in Leeds.

According to �gures quoted in Yorkshire Television’s 1987 documentary

Chapeltown: One Year On, there were some 10,000 unemployed people

in the area at the time; even more shockingly, 24% of the area’s

dominant ethnic minority community was without work.

Money was offered up by the government (Chapeltown and Harehills

sat in the then Conservative held Leeds North East constituency, whose

MP until 1987 was former Education Secretary Sir Keith Joseph) to fund

a special “jobs taskforce”, running out of a shiny new Job Centre on

Chapeltown Road.3 There were also several training centres set-up to

teach unemployed youngsters, including the Tech North computer skills

centre in Harehills (opened by a councillor who would later push through



local licensing law changes to allow Leeds clubs to open later) and Side

Step in the city centre. The latter would go on to play a key role in

bringing together various future Bleep pioneers.

Given these high unemployment �gures and a lack of investment in

alternative industries, it’s perhaps understandable that many in the

region felt a sense of isolation and anger. Some felt abandoned by the

government, others as if they were under attack from a Tory party �xated

with the get-rich-quick attitude of “entrepreneurialism”.

It was not uncommon for some on the left - and that was a high

proportion of voters in Yorkshire’s cities, if not the leafy suburbs and

adjacent rural areas - to accuse the government of punishing them for

having the audacity to vote Labour. Even if you sit on the right of the

political spectrum, there’s little arguing that those in the North suffered

more than most during the Thatcher years.4

Curiously, the curse of long-term unemployment may have inadvertently

provided the perfect conditions for a musical revolution to take place -

not just in Yorkshire, but also elsewhere within Britain. Today, we’re used

to bene�t claimants being punished if they fail to �nd work within a

prescribed amount of time; back in the mid-to-late ‘80s, the government

was nowhere near as harsh on those out of work. They tended to be left

to their own devices, assuming they at least made a token effort to �nd

work, and could, therefore, eke out an existence in any way they saw �t.

‘During the ‘80s, the bene�ts system effectively allowed working class

kids to be bohemian,’ says Richard Barratt, better known as Shef�eld

music scene veteran DJ Parrot. ‘In the past, bohemians had always been

well-to-do, because to live and just make art all day, you had to have

money coming in from somewhere. For working class kids, that option

had never been there before.’

Barratt points out that the bene�ts system had previously helped fuel

the rise of DIY culture during the Punk and Post-Punk eras, and played a

part in allowing other sub-cultures, such as New Romantic in London, to

�ourish. Those with ideas and a desire to be creative could feed off the

prevailing individualism and ‘get up and go’ ethos of society at large,

even if they did strongly oppose Thatcherite ideology.

‘You’d get football lads who wanted to be entrepreneurial, people who

wanted to take up DJing or just dress in a certain way and sleep all day

and go out all night,’ Barratt says. ‘That provided so much oxygen and



energy for making things, particularly music. It wouldn’t be allowed to

happen like that now.’

It’s certainly true that the explosion in dance music and rave culture

that happened in the latter half of the 1980s was partially fuelled by

those who bought into Thatcherite ideals - or at the very least the “get up

and go” attitude espoused by her followers. From former City boys

promoting giant raves off the M25 to 20-somethings setting up record

labels or distribution businesses, there was no shortage of closet

“Thatcherites” amongst Britain’s rave generation.

Not that many in Yorkshire were that way inclined, at least openly. Aside

from high levels of youth unemployment and widespread inner-city

poverty, there were other issues for them to contend with.

As a result of their clashes with striking miners and steelworkers,

con�dence in the police was at an all-time low. Tensions were strained

further by perceived racism within local police forces, an issue brought

into sharp focus by the Chapeltown race riots of 1981 and 1987.

Chapeltown had a long history of clashes between the police and the

local black community, with widespread violence �rst erupting on bon�re

night, 1975. The local action group, the Chapeltown Community

Association and the associated Chapeltown News magazine had spent

years warning of possible trouble due to the heavy-handed tactics of

West Yorkshire Police. In fact, in 1972, the United Caribbean

Association, another local campaigning group, had set out their worries

to the Parliamentary Select Committee on Race and Immigration.

‘Harassment, intimidation and wrongful arrest go on all the time in

Chapeltown,’ they wrote. ‘Black teenagers returning from youth centres

to their homes in groups are jostled by the police, and when the youths

protest, police reinforcements with dogs are always ready just around

corners… We believe that policemen have every black person under

suspicion of some sort of crime and for that, every black immigrant here

in Leeds mistrusts the police because we think that their attitudes are to

start trouble, not prevent it.’5

By the 1980s, these issues had only intensi�ed, and it didn’t take

much for tensions to boil over. The 1981 riot - one of a number up and

down the country in predominantly black neighbourhoods such as

Brixton in London, Toxteth in Liverpool and St Pauls in Bristol - was

sparked by the particularly aggressive arrest of a black teenager, with



the ensuing carnage only intensi�ed by looting and violence, nominally in

support of Chapeltown’s black community, by white teenagers and young

men from the nearby Gipton council estate.

Given this history, it was not all that surprising when Chapeltown

burned once more on the night of 22 June 1987. Again, the clashes

between police and local youths erupted as a result of the arrest and

brutal beating of a black teenager.

Paul Edmeade, later to go on to be part of early Leeds Hip-Hop out�t

Breaking the Illusion, remembers the aftermath. ‘I went to a school that

was just by Potternewton Park,’ he says. ‘I remember we all ran down at

break time to look at the damage [caused by the riot] because we’d

heard it the night before. We all went down, and it was like, “We’ve

smashed all our own shops up.” We didn’t get it. But your bigger siblings

were at the forefront of it and were talking about trouble with Babylon

[the police] and why they did it.’

The mistrust between police and Britain’s black communities was not

new, and in many ways was indicative of wider issues with racism in

society. Although attitudes were changing, it was not uncommon for the

sons and daughters of Caribbean immigrants to receive abuse from

some of their white counterparts.

‘I wouldn’t say that there was racism in Chapeltown, but in town there

de�nitely was,’ says Iration Steppas Soundsystem main man Mark

Millington. ‘Down the road by the train station - Boar Lane - there were a

lot of pubs, so for us guys to go to Bradford or Hudders�eld by train, we

had to �nd a way of going round them. If we went down Boar Lane, we’d

have got called names and threatened.’

Club promoter Tony Hannan, who launched one of Leeds’ earliest

dedicated Acid House parties in the summer of 1988, has similar

memories. ‘Leeds was a very rough city in the ‘80s,’ he says. ‘You got all

the black kids hanging out at the Merrion Centre and all the white kids

hanging out on Boar Lane near the train station, down that area. When

those two groups met, there were massive �ghts. There was a lot of

racial tension in Leeds.’6

Yet despite these simmering tensions, race relations within the

communities themselves were nowhere near as bad as they had once

been. Although newly arrived immigrants from Pakistan and Bangladesh



were sometimes treated to abuse from white neighbours,

multiculturalism was slowly on the rise across the UK.

This was certainly the case when it came to younger members of inner

city communities. In the mixed working class neighbourhoods of

Bradford, Leeds and Shef�eld, young people of all ethnic backgrounds

freely mingled. They attended the same council-run schools, hung out

together afterwards, and began to form friendships. Some were drawn

together, too, by a shared passion for black American music. It was this,

as much as their shared experience of economic hardship (and later

dole culture) in the “forgotten North”, that would ultimately lead to the

Bleep & Bass revolution.

NOTES

1. The ‘Heavy Woollen District’ actually encompasses a number of towns

and villages in West Yorkshire including Dewsbury, Batley, Morley,

Gildersome, Heckmondwike, Ossett and Mir�eld. It was named in the

19th century when the area led the world in the production of wool cloth

for clothing, including such specialities as “shoddy” and “mungo”. The

name now lives on in the world of sport, with “Heavy Woollen” cricket

and football leagues and the “Heavy Woollen Derby” between Rugby

League sides Batley Bulldogs and Dewsbury Rams.

2. More on the Shef�eld political scene in the 1970s and ‘80s can be

found in John Cornwell’s entertaining, self-published compendium of

council anecdotes, Tomb of the Unknown Alderman and Other Tales

From The Town Hall (2006).

3. Chapeltown: One Year On, Yorkshire Television, 1987

(https://player.b�.org.uk/free/�lm/watch-chapeltown-one-year-on-1987-

online)

4. Other areas hit hard included Scotland and South Wales, both Labour

Party strongholds in the 20th century.



5. Farrar, Max: Rioting or Protesting? Losing It or Finding It?, in Parallax

(Volume 18, Issue 2, Summer 2012. (http://maxfarrar.org.uk/wp-

content/uploads/2012/06/Rioting-or-Protesting_-�nal-14-Feb-2012-

1.pdf)

6. Some members of Leeds United’s hooligan “�rm”, the Service Crew,

had ties with the National Front. It was apparently rare to see racism

directed towards black members of the crowd at Elland Road, at least

according to lifelong Leeds United fan Mark Millington.
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